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This paper presents the development of a solar cell based simple and practical leaf area meter.The system has a silicon solar module
which is composed of 6 series connected cells, a light source, and a parabolic reflector with opal glass for diffusing the light. Partial
shading effect on PV cell’s voltage and current are evaluated with different geometrical shapes for testing the performance of the
model, and the resulting equations for voltage and current changes with respect to measured areas are obtained. The measured
current has a good correlation: 𝑅2 > 0.99 for regularly shaped leaves and 𝑅2 > 0.95 for irregularly shaped ones. The resulting
voltage and current measurements are then fed to an ARM Cortex M3 core 32-bit LM3S1968 microcontroller via a voltage and
current measuring unit.The calculated leaf areas from the obtained area-current relations are shown on an OLED graphics display.
The whole system is easy to use and user-friendly. The leaf area measurements are confirmed by comparing the results with
measurements of grid counting method.

1. Introduction

Leaf area measurement is almost an essential aspect in
agricultural and biological studies in order to observe the
growth and development of plants. Leaf area measurement
methods are classified as paper weighing, grid counting,
regression equation [1], width and height correlation model
[2, 3] estimation of leaf area by regression analysis of leaf
area versus length and width [4, 5], and measuring the leaf ’s
area that is copied onto a paper by a planimeter [6, 7].
Grid counting method is simple in principle and has a high
accuracy; on the other hand it takes time to measure the
exact leaf area.The paper-weighing, the so-called gravimetric
method is built on the paper weight that is cut exactly in the
form of the leaf by tracing the contour and then compared
to the dry weight of leaves using predetermined leaf-area-
to-dry-weight ratios, provides a precise measurement of the
leaf area, but in fact it is an inconvenient procedure and not
applicable to a large number of leaves. Regression equation
method is constituted for a specific plant, though it has

restricted application.Aportable leaf areametermeasures the
leaf area with high accuracy, but they are mostly expensive.

Commercial leaf area measuring instruments work in the
way that the leaf passes through a light beam via a conveyor
belt driven at a constant speed. Leaf area measurement is
made on the basis of digital estimation of the intercepted
amount of light by the leaf. A semiautomatic leaf-area mea-
suring device which has a feeding mechanism was developed
byMurata andHayashi [8] and since then it found awide area
of utilization.

Following the developments in digital image technology,
newer methods are developed where the leaf is scanned
and the image is loaded to a personal computer [9, 10],
digital image acquisition system based on leaf contouring
with mouse obtained from a digital camera [11–13], leaf area
calculation by image processing methods using a micropro-
cessor or software packages used for numerical computation,
modeling and visualization for data analysis [14–18], image
analysis of total leaf area by width and height model [19],
and measurement of the amount of light interrupted by a leaf
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Figure 1: 𝑉oc and 𝐼sc variations as a result of changes in radiation.

using a photovoltaic cell [20, 21]. Measurement of leaf area
by image processingmethods is fast, accurate, and stable, and
leaf size, thickness, shape are of no effect, but this method can
be neither used without a computer nor at the site [14, 22, 23].

In this study, a leaf area measuring system using a
photovoltaic (PV) cell was developed and established. For
evaluation of the figure of merit of the PV leaf area meter
under test, several geometric shapes of known areas are used.
The obtained findings are given in the results section, and the
discussion of the outcomes is specified in the succeeding part.

2. Material and Method

2.1. PV Module. In this study of leaf area measurement with
PV cells, two 7∗10 cm2 and 5∗7 cm2 amorphous silicon solar
modules which were composed of 6 series connected cells
were used. Photovoltaic cells are semiconductor devices that
transform light coming from the sun into direct current (DC)
electricity. When photons of solar energy hits the surface of a
solar cell, the stimulated electrons are broken loose from the
atoms in the semiconductor material, resulting in a flow of
photocurrent (𝐼ph) when the cell is connected to an electrical
load [24, 25]. Photovoltaic cells are connected electrically
in series and/or parallel circuits to produce higher voltages
and/or currents, whereas photovoltaic modules consist of PV
cell circuits connected in series and/or parallel.

The maximum variation by the incident solar irradiation
is in solar module’s current (Figure 1). Solar module’s short
circuit current, 𝐼sc (=𝐼ph), which is the greatest value of the
current produced by a PV cell, is directly proportional with
the solar irradiation (1) [25]. Open circuit voltage, 𝑉oc, which
characterizes the voltage drop across the PV cell when the
generated current is 𝐼 = 0, is a function of 𝐼sc (2) [26]:

𝐼sc = 𝑐𝐺𝑎, (1)

where 𝑐 is a constant and 𝐺
𝑎
is solar irradiation in W/m2:

𝑉oc =
𝑚𝑘𝑇
𝑐

𝑒
ln(
𝐼sc
𝐼
0

) = 𝑉
𝑡
ln(
𝐼sc
𝐼
0

) , (2)

where 𝑉oc is solar module’s open circuit voltage (V), 𝑚 is
idealizing factor, 𝑒 is electron charge (1.602 × 10−19 C), 𝑘 is

Boltzmann’s gas constant (1.38 × 10−23 J/K), 𝑇
𝑐
is absolute

temperature of the cell (K), 𝐼
0
is dark saturation current

(mA), 𝐼sc is solar module short circuit current (mA), and 𝑉
𝑡

is thermal voltage.
For a PV cell, both 𝐼sc and 𝑉oc are temperature depen-

dent as given in

𝑉oc = 𝑉oc,0 + 𝐾𝑉 (𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇0) ,

𝐼sc = (
𝐺
𝑎

𝐺
𝑎,0

) [𝐼sc,0 + 𝐾𝐼 (𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇0)] ,
(3)

where 𝑉oc,0 is the open circuit voltage, 𝐼sc,0 is the short circuit
current, 𝑇

0
is the cell temperature under standard test con-

ditions (𝐺
𝑎,0

= 1000W/m2, 𝑇
0
= 25∘C), and 𝐾

𝑉
and 𝐾

𝐼
are

temperature coefficients of open circuit voltage and short
circuit current, respectively. For amorphous silicon (a-Si)
cells, 𝐾

𝐼
is fairly small [27] which does have slight effect on

the current related to the area measurement.

2.2. Experimental Setup. In the experimental setup, 11W PL
lamp [28] was used as a light source. The choice of this
kind of lamp depends on the fact that the light it gives off
resembles sunlight and the radiated heat amount is fairly low;
thus it almost does not increase the cell temperature. This PL
lamp was placed in the focus of a parabolic reflector which
was located at the bottom of an opaque case. The stainless
steel reflector was curved so as to reflect the light from the
light source to the solar module in parallel (Figure 2). The
opal glass used for diffusing the parallel reflected light was
mounted on top of the case, just beneath the cover, whereas
the solar module was placed on the inner cover. The areas to
be measured were located on the glass so as that they would
be in between this glass and the solar module when the cover
was closed (Figure 3).

The leaf area measuring method is determined as to send
a light beam onto the solar module where the leaf is placed
on it, and thereby the solar module is shadowed and the
produced current due to this shadowing amount ismeasured.

As the amount of radiation changes effects solar module’s
short circuit current foremost, the amount of the incident
light on the solar module was reduced by opaque and
semitransparent samples of various shapes with known areas
and accordingly, current and voltage values were measured
and recorded. It is then examined whether the solar module
is an appropriate device for leaf area measurement.

For the purpose of leaf area measurement, opaque and
semitransparent samples with different geometric shapes
were prepared regarding various leaf species of different
figures and transparency. ITT Metrics 4.5 digit multimeter
with a current resolution of 0.01mA was connected to the
series-connected solar module for measuring current and
voltage values affected by the shadowing of themodule by the
samples.The short circuit current and the open circuit voltage
variations due to the shadowing area of the solarmodule were
measured in order to determine the area of the sample areas.

For the sensing part of the leaf areameter, 7∗10 cm2 thin-
film amorphous silicon solar module was used. The sample
areas of rectangular shape were placed onto the solar module
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Figure 2: Testing apparatus of leaf area measurement showing
placement of lamp, parabolic reflector, and solar module.

Figure 3: The layout of the opal glass used for diffusing the parallel
reflected light.

so that their shadowing effect on the solar module’s measured
current and voltage could be examined. The samples’ areas
were varying from 10% to 100% of the solar module having an
equal width with the solar module. The measurements with
the same samples were repeated with a 5 ∗ 7 cm2 thin-film
solar module of the same properties with the previous one.

Considering that the leaf areas would be of various
shapes, six different geometric shapes were used. These
sample areas are from 10% of solar module’s area to the extent
that the geometric shape and the solar module’s physical
dimensions allow. In this work, making allowance for the
possible different transparencies of the leaves whose areas are
to bemeasured, the sample areas were prepared using opaque
carton and semitransparent white paper materials.

For observing the partial shadowing effect on the solar
module’s current, when one of the cells in a module was
totally shadowed by the sample areas with different geome-
tries, it was discovered that there was a sudden decrease in
the solar module’s current.The shadowing of one of the series
connected cells causes low energy input to the cell resulting
in a current decrease of that cell and consequently the solar
module [29–31].

As the partial shadowing on a module had a nonlinear
influence on the output current [32–35], the measurements
were repeated bymeans of shadowing the light source instead.
The experimental setup was arranged so that a transparent

flat glass was placed on the light source and the opal glass
was positioned so as to transmit the incoming light to the
solar module by scattering. The incident light amount on
the opal glass is changed by the sample areas prepared by
opaque carton and semitransparent white paper materials
and solar module’s short circuit current and open circuit
voltage measurements were carried out.

2.3. Measurement and Display Unit. This unit converts cur-
rent and voltage values to leaf area according to given
equation. Measurement and display unit is composed of two
circuits. The first one measures PV module open circuit
voltage and short circuit current and process them to make
suitable for embedded microcontroller inputs. The second
one mainly contains embedded microcontroller and OLED
display unit. It converts voltage and current signals to the
digital form and calculates leaf area.Then it shows the results
with the user friendly interfaces.

2.3.1. Current and Voltage Measurements. PV module’s cur-
rent and voltage can be measured using current and voltage
sensors. After defining the voltage and current variables,
they need amplification or attenuation and filtering to make
noiseless and precise measurement. The current measure-
ment section of the circuit translates the current received
from the PV module into a small voltage form which will
be applied to the analogue to digital converter (ADC) of the
microcontroller. This stage consists of a Hall-effect current
sensor, amplification, and filter circuits. Hall-effect sensor,
LA25-NP [36], exhibits good linearity and is temperature
compensated. It also shows high grade performances in terms
of accuracy and immunity to noise. Compensated Hall-effect
contactless current devices are obtainable for measurements
in the range between mA to kA with 0.1% precision [37].

The second one converts the voltage received from the PV
module into a small voltage image. A simple resistive voltage
divider circuit was used to lower the PVmodule voltage to an
acceptable level.This resistive voltage divider was followed by
a filter and an adaptation circuit connected to the ADC input
of the microcontroller.

2.3.2. EmbeddedMicrocontroller. This system uses LM3S1968
chip which belongs to ARM Cortex M3 family [38] whose
frequency may be up to 80Mhz, with 32 bit data bus. It
contains serial interface peripherals, motion control periph-
erals, analogue peripherals and general purpose 𝐼/𝑂 ports.
In addition to the peripherals, it also has a 256Kbyte flash
memory for embedding user program codes and 96Kbyte
static RAM for storing high rate user data.

In this project, synchronous serial interface (SSI) periph-
eral was used to connect OLED graphics display with 128 ×
96 pixel resolution [39]. Analogue peripherals contain 10-bit
ADCs in four channels. Two of them were used to digitize
current and voltage data. Four navigation switches and one
select pushbutton were connected to the general purpose 𝐼/𝑂
ports for selection of shape of the leaf.

The real-time operating system that is embedded in
the microcontroller code memory is powerful, which can
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Figure 4: Comparison of current values obtained for semitranspar-
ent areas on light source.

measure current and voltage values then calculate leaf area
according to user selected leaf shape and display the result in
real time. Meanwhile, it can store all of the current, voltage,
and measured leaf area values in data memory for later
requests. Also the data may be uploaded to the computer
using USB interface in real time or later whenever user needs.
The operation is so easy and user-friendly.

3. Results

In this work of leaf area measurement with solar module,
taking into consideration that the leaves to be measured
could be of various dimensions, geometric shapes, and
transparency, six different geometric shaped opaque carton
and semitransparent white papers were used to shadow the
solar module. Solar module surface area was shadowed from
10% to at most 100%, resulting in a variation of the incoming
radiation amount on the solar module’s surface.

Solar module’s short circuit current and open circuit
voltage values due to the changes in radiation were measured
for semitransparent areas and for opaque areas. The result of
the partial shadowing on the solarmodulewhich is composed
of series connected cells revealed that the area measurements
using these six areas with different geometric shapes had
dissimilar area-current and area-voltage relations.

On these results, incoming light amount from the PL
lamp was altered by these areas and current and voltage
measurements were made. The solar module was shadowed
by square, circle, hexagon, triangle, ellipse, and rectangular
shaped sample areas made of semitransparent and opaque
materials, and the resulting graphs of area-current and area-
voltage measurements are shown in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7,
respectively.

For the resultingmeasured values obtained by shadowing
on the light source that are plotted in Figures 4, 5, 6 and
7, regression curves are plotted and equations are calculated
whereas a mathematical relation is obtained for area with
respect to the solar module’s short circuit current. The
equation obtained for opaque rectangle areas’ diagram is
given in (4). Using this linear equation, short circuit current
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Figure 5: Comparison of voltage values obtained for semitranspar-
ent areas on light source.
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Figure 6: Comparison of current values obtained for opaque areas
on light source.

values varying with area is calculated and given in Table 1 for
comparison with the measured values:

𝐼sc = −0.0251𝐴 + 4.3327, 𝑅
2
= 0.9965, (4)

where 𝐼sc is short circuit current (mA), 𝐴 is shadowing area
(%), and 𝑅2 is regression coefficient.

As themeasured values for ellipse areas are approximately
equal to the ones obtained for rectangular areas, the values
computed using a similar correlation as in (5) are given in the
same table:

𝐼sc = −0.0243𝐴 + 4.3376, 𝑅
2
= 0.994. (5)

The computed 𝐴-𝐼sc relationship for opaque isosceles
triangle area is given by (6). Calculated values and measured
values according to this equation are in Table 1:

𝐼sc = −0.0235𝐴 + 4.5052, 𝑅
2
= 0.9961. (6)

Accordingly, area-short circuit current correlation for
opaque hexagonal and circular areas is given in (5) and
(6), respectively. As the area-current curves in Figure 6 for
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Table 1: Measured and obtained values for rectangle, ellipse, and triangle shaped areas indicating the relation between area and short circuit
current of solar module.

Area Rectangle, 𝐼sc (mA) Ellipse, 𝐼sc (mA) Triangle 𝐼sc (mA)
(%) Calculated Measured Calculated Measured Calculated Measured
0 4.383 4.40 4.338 4.44 4.505 4.52
10 4.132 4.18 4.095 4.08 4.270 4.25
20 3.881 3.93 3.852 3.77 4.035 4.02
30 3.630 3.60 3.609 3.60 3.800 3.80
40 3.379 3.33 3.366 3.32 3.565 3.61
50 3.128 3.11 3.123 3.11 3.330 3.30
60 2.877 2.84 2.880 2.88 — —
70 2.626 2.57 2.637 2.67 — —
80 2.375 2.34 2.394 2.42 — —
90 2.124 2.17 — — — —
100 1.873 1.960 — — — —
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Figure 7: Comparison of voltage values obtained for opaque areas
on light source.

Table 2:Measured and obtained values for hexagon and circle shape
areas indicating the relation between area and short circuit current
of solar module.

Area Hexagon 𝐼sc (mA) Circle, 𝐼sc (mA)
(%) Calculated Measured Calculated Measured
0 4.447 4.40 4.379 4.42
10 3.963 4.02 3.889 3.83
20 3.539 3.58 3.479 3.43
30 3.175 3.18 3.149 3.15
40 2.871 2.81 2.899 2.86
50 2.627 2.64 2.729 2.64
60 2.443 2.51 2.639 2.48
70 2.319 2.35 — —
80 — — — —
90 — — — —
100 — — — —

hexagonal and circular areas are observed, linearity error is
more as compared to the other geometric shapes.

Table 3: Comparing grid countingmethod with developed leaf area
meter.

Sample Grid counting1 Leaf area meter2 Difference
1 1653mm2 1648mm2 5mm2

2 2008mm2 2126mm2
−118mm2

3 1746mm2 1794mm2
−52mm2

4 578mm2 572mm2 6mm2

1Millimeter graph paper method.
2Developed leaf area meter.

Consequently, when the areas of leaves in similar forms of
hexagonal and circular geometric shapes are to be measured,
a second order polynomial trend line should be obtained and
equations are estimated as in (7) and (8). For comparison
with the other measurements, the calculated values using
these equations are also given in Table 2 allied withmeasured
values:

𝐼sc = 0.0003𝐴
2
− 0.0514𝐴 + 4.4471, 𝑅

2
= 0.9965, (7)

𝐼sc = 0.0004𝐴
2
− 0.053𝐴 + 4.3786, 𝑅

2
= 0.9972. (8)

PV module’s current and voltage changes resulting in
shadowing of the leaf was measured using current and
voltage sensors, and these signals were provided for the
microcontroller inputs through signal conditioning circuits.
The measurement of a sample leaf, which was placed in
between the PV module and a diffusing glass, using the
developed area meter is shown in Figure 8. The shape of the
leaf which resembles to one of the tested areas is selected
by the switches. According to the obtained equations, the
microcontroller program calculated the leaf area and this leaf
area was displayed on an OLED as shown in Figure 9. The
leaves tested by the area meter are shown in Figure 10.

The measured areas by the area meter were then com-
paredwith the ones obtained from themillimeter graphpaper
method. The evaluation of the developed method is given in
Table 3.

When the geometric shape is similar to one of the regular
geometric shapes that were tested by the leaf area meter, the
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Figure 8: Placement of sample leaf.

Figure 9: Sample leaf area measurement.

error is about ±1%, but irregular shaped leaves contribute to
an error of at most ±5%.

4. Discussion

In this study, shadowing was first performed on the solar
module; however partial shadowing of solar module with
series connected cells resulted in different area-current and
area-voltage variations for each different geometric shape.
The same areas are represented by different current and
voltage values for different geometric shapes. Shadowing of
one of the series connected cells completely or more than the
others decreases the cell current and consequently the solar
module’s output current and thus results in a sudden decline
in shadowing-current relationship. This outcome of partial
shadowing effect on series connected cells were observed
by making current and voltage measurements; thus it was
concluded that this method of procedure could not be an
appropriate approach for leaf area measurement.

On the intent of overcoming the partial shadowing effect,
instead of shadowing on the solar module, sample areas
were placed on the light source by varying the light amount
on the solar module, and the same area measurements
were repeated. The resulting area-current and area-voltage
curves (Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7) were observed, and it was
concluded that by shadowing on the light source, partial
shadowing effects were diminished and the variation in the
solar module’s current with area changes were linear with a
regression coefficient, 𝑅2 > 0.99, and it is concluded that this
leaf area measuring setup can be a convenient prototype.

It is also observed that the geometric shape of the leaf is
an important factor. The form of the leaf whose area to be

1 2
3

4

Figure 10: Leaf samples.

measured should be determined according to the plots and
equations of the geometric shape that it fits. Another factor is
the transparency of the leaf and this changes the light amount
received by the solar module. To neutralize this transparency
effect, leaf is to be molded by an opaque material such as
carton, and it is suggested that this prepared area should be
measured.

The open-circuit voltage and the short-circuit current
obtained from the PV module were then fed to an ARM
Cortex M3 core 32-bit microcontroller via a voltage and
current measuring unit which includes voltage and current
sensors, amplification and attenuation circuit, and a noise
reduction filter. The analogue voltage and current signals
were converted to digital form by means of ADC inputs
of the microcontroller. The obtained equations relating the
area with the short-circuit current of the PV module were
used in the microcontroller program and displayed on an
OLED. Formore accurate areameasurements, regarding each
geometric shape, the calculated shape factor was selected by
four navigation switches and one select pushbutton which
were connected to the general purpose 𝐼/𝑂 ports.

In this work, thin-film solar module with 6 series con-
nected cells was used. During the first trial, the partial
shadowing problem that had come up was overcome by
shadowing on the light source. In order to deal with the
partial shadowing problem, a singlemonocrystal silicon solar
cell is recommended for area measurements instead of using
a solar module consisting series connected cells.

It is also recommended that two leaves should be used
for area measurement, and one of them is to be cut from
10% to 100% of solar module’s area and with these reference
areas current measurements should be made. Consequently,
the obtained area-current graph and equation are used for
measurement of other leaf ’s area. In this method, leaf area’s
geometric shape and transparency percentage is no longer
important. This method would be more practical in case that
the areas of the same variety leaves are recurrently measured.

5. Conclusions

Leaf area is an important index in plant growth study and in
prediction of the product of crop. Various methods as square
grid counting and gravimetric andpixel counting using image
processing are mostly used for leaf area measurements. On
the other hand, when dealing with a large number of leaves,
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these approaches turn out to be laborious and time consum-
ing. A solar cell based method for leaf area measurement was
developed and implemented. In this system, the shadowing
effect by the plant leaf on the solar cell was used. The system
has two 7 ∗ 10 cm2 and 5 ∗ 7 cm2 amorphous silicon solar
modules which were composed of 6 series connected cells, an
11WPL lamp, a stainless steel parabolic reflector for reflecting
the light from the light source to the solar module in parallel,
an opal glass used for diffusing the parallel reflected light,
and a case for housing these components. Different geometric
shaped areas were used to simulate the leaves having various
shapes. The current and voltage values were measured due
to shadowing effect of these areas to be evaluated. The
resulting voltage and current measurements were then fed to
an ARM Cortex M3 core 32-bit LM3S1968 microcontroller
via a voltage and current measuring unit. The calculated leaf
areas from the obtained area-current relations were shown on
an OLED graphics display. The whole system is easy to use
and user-friendly.The achieved results are comparedwith the
measured areas by grid countingmethod. Different species of
leaves are tested by the leaf area meter. Experimental results
show that this developed method contributes to a result that
is reasonable to be used as a leaf area meter. Accuracy of this
method is found to be about ±99% for regular shaped leaves
where accuracy is ±95% for irregularly shaped leaves.The leaf
area measurements are confirmed by comparing the results
with measurements of grid counting method.
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